
Full range of Shelby Mustang conversions 
available in South Africa



The iconic Shelby name, which is inextricably linked with high performance Fords, is now 
available in South Africa, offering Mustang owners an extensive range of upgrades and 
conversions to enhance the performance and exclusive appeal of this legendary model.

Shelby is an American aftermarket tuning company, created by designer, racing driver and entrepreneur 
Carroll Shelby in 1962. As an automotive pioneer, Shelby was responsible for the creation of the famous 
Ford V8-powered Cobra, as well as the development of the mighty Ford GT40 cars that dominated the 
Le Mans 24-Hour race in between 1966 and 1969. The company then specialized in turning out bespoke 
aftermarket conversions, with much of its success derived from its performance upgrades to the most 
famous automotive nameplate of them all – the legendary Ford Mustang.

Full range of Shelby Mustang conversions 
available in South Africa

Ford Motor Company SA approves Shelby



Outside the United States, Shelby 
American now has modification centres 
in Canada, Australia, China, the UK and 
Germany – and it is now represented in 
South Africa through Shelby SA.

Based in Malmesbury, on 
the outskirts of Cape Town, 
Shelby SA is headed by 
Peter Lindenberg, multiple 
Springbok and motor racing 
champion, along with Djurk 
Venter, a chartered accountant 
and motor car enthusiast. 

The local operation has a fully equipped 
state-of-the-art showroom and Mod 
Shop, with a Shelby American-trained 

head technician who ensures that 
all work done conforms to Shelby’s 
stringent international standards.

All Shelby Mustang conversions are cer-
tified within the world-renowned Shelby 
registry, which provides proof of all the 
upgrades done on the vehicle, and is 
key to the enhanced current and future 
value of a Shelby model. All Shelby’s 
have their individual Shelby CSM chassis 
plates and numbers issued by Shelby 
American affixed to their vehicle.

Four Shelby Mustang conversions are 
available, starting off with the GTE which 
is available on the 2.3 EcoBoost and 5.0 
V8 models and includes a Shelby exhaust 
system and an extensive range of styling 
enhancements to make it stand out.

Next up is the GTE Plus which bolts on 
a supercharger to the mighty 5.0-litre 
V8 engine to unleash 670hp (500kW), 
which is a considerable jump from the 
standard car’s 306kW. The Shelby Super 
Snake raises the bar even higher, adding 
a more extrovert body kit and interior 
styling enhancements, along with high-
performance Wilwood front and rear 
brakes. A 750hp (560kW) supercharger 
is available as an option on this model.
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The Shelby Terlingua is the brand’s most 
track-inspired Mustang conversion, 
and pays tribute to the Terlingua 
Racing Team that won the 1967 Trans 
Am Championship in the US. Only 75 
of these limited edition models are 
produced for sale worldwide, with just 
five allocated to South Africa. With 
over 800hp (600kW) on tap, mated to 
a fully adjustable Eibach suspension 
kit, Shelby Performance cooling pack, 
Brembo brakes, a short-ratio diff and a 
dazzling array of styling enhancements, 
it represents the ultimate Mustang from 
the Shelby stable.

Shelby conversions retain the standard 
Shelby warranty which varies across the 
different components, including the 
drivetrain warranty applicable on all 
models up to and including the 670hp 
engine modifications.

Shelby upgrades in excess of 670hp 
have a comprehensive, three-year/ 
60 000km drivetrain warranty in place, 
which replaces the FMCSA drivetrain 
warranty and is administered through 
the Innovation Group via Shelby SA. 
FMCSA’s warranty (excluding the drive-
train warranty), which varies across the 
different components, remains in place.

In order to assist in the process of 
having their Mustang converted to a 
Shelby, Mustang buyers can arrange 
for their vehicles first point of delivery 
to be to Shelby SA in Malmesbury. On 
completion, Shelby SA will then have 
the completed Shelby delivered direct 
to their dealer.

Customers can also order individual 
Shelby components and accessories 
through Shelby SA.



1 Customer is referred to Shelby South Africa by their preferred dealer, or via marketing activations.
2 Shelby SA pick up the process from hereon and walk the customer through the Shelby order form.
3 Customer needs to fill out an order form and then send it to Shelby South Africa with invoicing details.
4 Shelby South Africa will issue an invoice for the full amount. The invoice will also show the deposit required.
5 When Shelby South Africa have received proof of payment of the deposit, the kit will be ordered. 10 weeks from 

date of deposit to delivery of your Shelby Mustang.
6 On Signature of the order and payment of the deposit, Shelby SA place the order onto Shelby American.
 Shelby SA inform the customers preferred dealer of the order, and the dealer issues instruction to Motorvia to 

deliver the vehicle directly to Shelby SA at 20 Schoonspruit Street, Malmesbury, Western Cape 7300.
7 On completion of the Shelby Conversion/Modification, which takes approximately 2 weeks, the vehicle is returned 

to the dealer/customer at Shelby SA’s cost.
8 In the event of the customer already being in possession of their vehicle, it is the customers responsibility to 

transport the said vehicle to Shelby SA’s facility, which we are happy to assist in organising.
9 Shelby South Africa will do a thorough check through of the vehicle on arrival and sign-off the state of vehicle.
10 The dealer delivers the vehicle together with a Shelby warranty and ownership information document.

Customer process Shelby South Africa
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CONTACT
General enquiries:
Shelby SA       
+27 22 487 1546  |  info@shelbysa.com  

CEO 
Peter Lindenberg  
+27 82 468 0500  |  peter@shelbysa.com    

Dealer liaison and Gauteng:
Chiara Lindenberg    
+27 83 495 7640  |  chiara@shelbysa.com     

National Marketing and events:
Paige Lindenberg 
+27 63 854 8765  |  paige@shelbysa.com  

Finance, Logistics and parts:
Abbi Lindenberg 
+27 63 876 0435  |  abbi@shelbysa.com

All Shelby upgrade prices exclude the base vehicle  
and Shelby SA retains ownership of all take off parts.


